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Abstract
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The strongly anisotropic rheology of olivine polycrystals, associated to their microstructure, constitutes a key feature affecting the dynamics of the Earth’s upper mantle. High pressure deformation experiments carried out on olivine single crystals under synchrotron radiation, together with estimations of lattice friction based on first-principle calculations, show a transition from easy \([100]\) to easy \([001]\) slips as pressure and temperature (thus depth) increases. We input these data at the slip system level into the second-order extension of the self-consistent scheme to assess microstructure evolution along a typical flow pattern beneath an oceanic spreading center.
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1. Introduction

Large scale processes in the Earth, such as mantle convection, earthquakes, and plate tectonics, involve plastic deformation of rocks. As such, rheology and microstructures are key parameters affecting dynamical processes in the mantle [1,2].
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which lies between the crust and 2900 km beneath the surface. However, the study of deep Earth rheology raises significant difficulties, including the complexity of the crystallographic structure of minerals, extreme conditions of pressure and temperature, and time and size scaling issues between laboratory results and the Earth’s mantle.

In the last few years, tremendous progress has been made with the development of experimental techniques for the study of rheology at high pressure (see [3] for a review) and the application of first-principle methods for the study of dislocation structure and mobility in deep Earth minerals [4–7]. In parallel, numerical modeling of polycrystal behavior (mean-field homogenization methods) has been carried out to understand the behavior of deep Earth minerals [8,9]. More recently, the theoretical formulation of these methods has been greatly improved [10,11] providing nowadays very accurate results even for highly anisotropic non-linear materials such as minerals [12–14].

Olivine is the most important mineral of the upper mantle (volume fraction of ~60%) and is stable up to a depth of 410 km for which pressure and temperature reach about 13.7 GPa and 1760 K. It is a silicate with the general composition (Mg, Fe)$_2$SiO$_4$ and it crystallizes in the orthorhombic system (space group Pbnm). Recently, deformation data obtained at high pressure have shown a transition from dominant slip of dislocations exhibiting a [100] Burgers vector at pressures below ~3 GPa to dominant [001] slip at higher pressures [15–19]. This has also been supported by numerical modeling which shows that the relative strength of the [100](010) slip system increases significantly with pressure, when compared to [001](010) [4,5]. These new findings raised debates in the literature, e.g. [20–22], and have important implications for the understanding of dynamic processes at depth greater than 200 km.

In this work, we propose a multiscale numerical modeling to investigate the influence of this [100] to [001] slip transition on crystallographic textures and associated viscoplastic anisotropy in the mantle. The first section (Section 2) of the paper describes experimental and numerical methods used to study plastic deformation of olivine under extreme conditions of pressure and temperature, at different scales (from the scale of the crystal defect to the polycrystal scale). Section 3 is devoted to the description of homogenization methods used to bridge single-crystal and polycrystal behaviors. One originality of our approach relies on the use in the micromechanical model of the pressure dependent slip system strength as determined in Section 2. Finally, we show an application of this multiscale model to a typical mantle convection pattern.

2. Relative strength of olivine dislocation slip systems

2.1. Insights from single-crystal deformation experiments

The strength of given dislocation slip systems can be quantified by carrying out deformation experiments on single crystals in specific orientations. The crystallographic orientations are chosen to maximize the Resolved Shear Stress (RSS) for a given slip system while minimizing the other slip systems RSS. Best results are obtained when the RSS vanishes for all slip systems but one, a configuration which is achieved in axial compression for two crystal orientations in olivine. Compressing crystals along the so-called [110]$_c$ direction – which forms a 45° angle with both [100] and [010] crystallographic directions, as would the [110] direction in a cubic crystal (hence the $c$ index) – only promotes [100] slip in [010] plane, i.e. the RSS in [010] plane along the [100] direction is then half the differential stress $\sigma = \sigma_1 - \sigma_3$, where $\sigma_1$ is the principal stress direction. The [001] direction is then perpendicular to $\sigma_1$ direction, which prevents glide of [001] dislocations as well as [100] glide in [001] plane (RSS = 0). Conversely, compressing crystals along the [011]$_c$ direction (at 45° from both [010] and [001]) only promotes the [001](010) slip system. San Carlos olivine crystals in both these orientations have been deformed successfully at high temperature $T$ in water poor conditions. These experiments have been carried out at room pressure [23] using a dead load apparatus, and at high pressure up to $P = 8.5$ GPa [19] using a deformation multi-anvil apparatus (D-DIA) coupled with X-ray synchrotron radiation [3,24]. Results from these experiments led to the quantification of [100](010) and [001](010) slip systems’ activities at given $P$, $T$, and stress conditions [19].

High-temperature dislocation creep in natural Fe-bearing olivine is usually quantified using a phenomenological power creep law, or a combination of power laws, of the form:

$$\dot{\varepsilon} = A\sigma^n f_{O_2}^m \exp\left(-\frac{E^* + PV^*}{RT}\right)$$

where $\dot{\varepsilon}$ is the strain-rate, $\sigma = \sigma_1 - \sigma_3$ the differential stress, $n$ the stress sensitivity, $f_{O_2}$ the oxygen fugacity, $E^*$ and $V^*$ the activation energy and activation volume respectively, $A$ and $m$ other rheological constants, and $R$ the gas constant. The rheological parameters for San Carlos olivine single crystals deformed in axial compression along [110]$_c$ and [011]$_c$ directions are reported in Table 1. Also reported in Table 1 are the rheological parameters for olivine crystals deformed along the [011], direction, as measured at room pressure [23] and at high pressure. This third orientation prevents dislocation glide in [010] and maximizes the RSS on both [100](001) and [001](100) potential slip systems. It is not possible at this stage to infer the respective contribution of these slip systems to the overall deformation. Further considerations from numerical modeling will be introduced in Section 2.2 to clarify this issue.

2.2. Insights from first-principle calculations

Micromechanical models as presented in Section 3 require the knowledge of a reference shear stress, often denoted Critical Resolved Shear Stress (CRSS), that expresses the strength of the considered slip system, see Eq. (2) below. The CRSS aims
Table 1
Rheological parameters for San Carlos olivine crystals. $A$, $n$, $m$ and $E^*$ from [23]; $V^*$ from [19] for compression directions [110]c and [011]c, and from Raterron (unpublished data) for [101]. Because dislocation motions at high temperature involve several basic mechanisms (glide, climb, cross slip, etc.) occurring either sequentially or in parallel, the empirical rheological laws reported in this table have been expressed as combinations of 2 or 3 rheological laws of the form of Eq. (1) whose respective parameters are listed (see [23] for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain-rate [$s^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$A$ [MPa$^{-n}$ atm$^{-m}$]</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$E^*$ [kJ/mol]</th>
<th>$V^*$ [cm$^3$/mol]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression direction [110]c $\rightarrow$ <a href="010">100</a> slip system activated</td>
<td>$k = k_1 + (1/k_2 + 1/k_3)^{-1}$</td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>1.3$\times$10$^{22}$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression direction [011]c $\rightarrow$ <a href="010">001</a> slip system activated</td>
<td>$k = k_1 + k_2$</td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>2.1$\times$10$^{4}$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>1.3$\times$10$^{22}$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression direction [101]c $\rightarrow$ <a href="100">001</a> &amp; <a href="001">100</a> slip systems activated</td>
<td>$k = (1/k_1 + 1/k_2)^{-1}$</td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>5.3$\times$10$^{11}$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerical modelling of dislocation cores in minerals has only been addressed quite recently. The most straightforward approach consists in calculating an atomistic model of the dislocation core. However, for materials with complex crystal chemistry, these calculations remain at the frontier of present-day computational possibilities when first-principle calculations are considered. The use of empirical potentials, whenever available, has opened the way to such calculations [25–28] but it is then difficult to relate the dislocation-core structures to their mobility. Alternatively, the atomic scale structure and properties of the dislocation core can be inferred from a simplified description of a dislocation such as the one first introduced by Peierls [29] and Nabarro [30]. Originally, the Peierls–Nabarro problem could only be solved in extremely simplified cases, when the inelastic restoring forces in the dislocation core are sinusoidal. Later, Vitek [31] and Christian and Vitek [32] demonstrated that restoring forces are the negative of the derivative of the stacking fault energy with respect to displacement of the two atomic planes across the glide plane. Fortunately, this so-called “generalized stacking fault” or “γ-surface” energy can be calculated at relatively low numerical cost using either empirical potentials or first-principle calculations. It is an efficient way to assess the influence of pressure on lattice friction. After further introduction of the atomic scale description, this approach can even lead to assessment of the lattice friction in the form of the so-called Peierls stress. The Peierls stress, often described as the stress necessary to move a straight dislocation line without thermal activation, is in fact a mechanical assessment of the energy barrier opposed to dislocation motion.

One of the first applications of this model to minerals has been done on olivine. Durinck et al. [4] have shown that γ-surfaces represent a very powerful approach to capture the essence of lattice friction in forsterite (i.e. Fe-free olivine) and the influence that confining pressure has on it. In a further study, γ-surfaces were used to model dislocation-core structures and mobilities in forsterite [5]. These calculations were based on a 1-D resolution of the Peierls–Nabarro equation which can only describe planar core structures spread along the Burgers vector direction. Carrez et al. [7] have compared some of these calculations with fully atomistic calculations based on the cluster model [27]. They show that in some cases, screw dislocations can exhibit complicated 3-D core structures that are not described by a 1-D Peierls–Nabarro model. Further calculations based on the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin method have been performed in [33,34]. They show that the (010) plane plays a very special role in the plasticity of olivine. It is only in this plane that dislocations (either [100] or [001]) exhibit a fully planar core. In any other plane, the strong tendency to spread shear in the (010) plane results in non-planar components on screw dislocations and hence on a higher strength. In particular, it is shown that non-planar components on screw dislocations increase the strength of [100](001) and [001](100) at a comparable level. This further implies that experiments performed on [101]c samples provide information on the CRSS of both slip systems. The [100](001)
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Table 2
CRSS of olivine slip systems as estimated along a 20 Ma geotherm. Values are normalized with respect to the CRSS of [100](010) that serves as a reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth [km]</th>
<th>P [GPa]</th>
<th>T [K]</th>
<th><a href="010">100</a></th>
<th><a href="010">001</a></th>
<th><a href="100">100</a></th>
<th><a href="100">001</a></th>
<th><a href="001">100</a></th>
<th><a href="021">100</a></th>
<th><a href="110">001</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1443.7</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1538.3</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1582.0</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1596.2</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1604.2</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1612.2</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1620.3</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1628.3</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1636.3</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1644.3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1652.4</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1660.4</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1668.4</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1676.4</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1684.3</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1692.5</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1700.5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1708.5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1716.6</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1724.6</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1732.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1740.6</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>1748.7</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1756.7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tableau 2
CRSS des systèmes de glissement de l’olivine estimées le long d’un géotherme de 20 Ma. Les valeurs sont normalisées par la CRSS de [100](010) qui est prise comme référence.

CRSS of olivine slip systems as estimated along a 20 Ma geotherm. Values are normalized with respect to the CRSS of [100](010) that serves as a reference.

and [001](hk0) slip systems have not been calculated, however, it is assumed that screw dislocations tend here as well to develop out-of-plane components which decrease their mobilities.

2.3. Relative strength of slip systems along a 20 Ma oceanic geotherm

The $P$ and $T$ dependent rheological law (1) can be specialized at the slip system level

$$\dot{\gamma}^{(k)} = \dot{\gamma}_0 \left( \frac{\tau^{(k)}}{\tau_0} \right)^{n(k)-1} \frac{\tau^{(k)}}{\tau_0}$$

(2)

with the slip-rate $\dot{\gamma}^{(k)}$ on system $(k)$, a reference slip-rate $\dot{\gamma}_0$, and the CRSS $\tau_0^{(k)}$ of system $(k)$. Such an expression is required for polycrystal modelling based on micromechanical approaches, as presented in the next section. To model olivine aggregate deformation within the Earth’s mantle, one thus need to quantify the relative CRSS under in situ conditions. For the [100](010) and [001](010) slip systems, one can use the rheological laws (1) with values reported in Table 1. The Earth’s mantle $P$–$T$ profile with depth, the so-called geotherm, has been estimated from geophysical observations in different geological context (continental or oceanic) and is fairly well known. In the following we assume a classical 20 Ma oceanic geotherm (Table 2) which is representative of a young oceanic upper mantle. Differential stress has been estimated in the mantle in the order of 1 MPa, while the oxygen fugacity is set by the iron–wustite and the fayalite–quartz–magnetite equilibria. At room pressure this roughly corresponds to $f_0$, ranging from $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-6}$ atm. We thus assume the average value of $f_0 = 10^{-8}$ atm in the following. Using strain-rates for crystals in [110], orientation allows the estimation of a reference strain-rate corresponding to the activation of [100](010) slip system. Similarly, crystal orientations [011], and [101], are used to infer the rheology of [001](010), [100](001), and [001](100). As for the CRSS estimation of the other systems, namely [100](021) and [001](110), use has to be made of additional considerations from first-principle calculations, as presented above.

Our model for the CRSS of olivine slip systems as a function of depth is presented in Table 2. In this table, CRSS estimates are relative to that of [100](010) which was arbitrarily set to 1 MPa. The CRSS of [100](010) is found to be the smallest at low pressures, indicating that this system could dominate olivine deformation at shallow depth. Yet, [001](010) relative CRSS decreases significantly with increasing pressure and this system becomes the softest at depth greater than ~240 km. This indicates that [001] slip might be the dominant deformation mechanism at larger depth. The CRSS of [100] dislocations on (001) and (021) planes is found to be similar to that of [001](001). Finally, for system [001](110), considerations on dislocation structures would also indicate a CRSS close to that for [001](001). Here however, we were forced to multiply this CRSS by a factor 3 as discussed in Section 3.3.
The aim of polycrystal micromechanical models is the evaluation of mechanical interactions occurring between deforming grains. For polycrystals exhibiting a very large viscoplastic anisotropy at the grain scale, such as olivine, strong heterogeneities of stress and strain-rate build up at the inter- and intra-granular scales upon macroscopic deformation of the polycrystal. These heterogeneities have a tremendous influence on the overall polycrystal rheology, as well as on microstructure evolution at large strain. A challenging feature in olivine plasticity is the lack of independent slip systems at the grain level. Indeed, slip systems given in Table 2 do not allow any axial deformation of grains along [100], [010], and [001] lattice directions, since only [100] and [001] Burgers vectors are present. They leave olivine grains with only three independent slip systems, although five independent systems are required – according to the intuitive and so-called von Mises criterion – to accommodate arbitrary plastic deformations. This point has been an issue for earlier micromechanical studies. For example, the uniform stress bound used in [35] only requires a single slip system within a single grain of the whole polycrystal to allow the polycrystal to deform. The earlier extension of the Self-Consistent (SC) scheme used in [8,9] also predicts a finite flow stress with three independent systems, which is another puzzling result. On the other hand, it has been shown that only four independent systems are sufficient (but necessary) for hexagonal polycrystals [36,37]. However, according to [38], this result is model dependent. A recent systematic study based on full-field modelling [12,39] has shown that, effectively, three independent systems are not sufficient for olivine polycrystals (see also [13]), but four systems are enough.

3.1. Full-field modelling

Micromechanical models are necessary to make the link between deformation mechanisms at the sub-grain (or micro-metric) and mantle convection (kilometer) scales. Rapid computation of polycrystal behavior can be achieved only with mean-field homogenization techniques, such as those based on the self-consistent scheme. These models rely on a statistical description of the microstructure (spatial arrangement of grains and crystallographic texture), so that the stress and strain-rate heterogeneities within the polycrystal but also within the different crystallographic orientations can be only partly estimated. As discussed above, many of the earlier mean-field estimates led to inconsistent results such as violation of rigorous bounds for the effective potential [40].

To assess the accuracy of micromechanical models, we first apply a full-field numerical technique. The FFT-based formulation for viscoplastic polycrystals is conceived for periodic microstructures submitted to periodic boundary conditions. It provides an accurate solution of the governing equations (within the unavoidable numerical errors associated with the required spatial discretization and the iterative character of the method), and has, in general, better numerical performance than finite element calculations. It was originally developed [41,42] to compute the elastic and elastoplastic response of composites, and later adapted [43] to deal with the viscoplastic deformation of polycrystals. Briefly, the viscoplastic FFT-based formulation consists in iteratively adjusting a compatible strain-rate field, related with an equilibrated stress field through a constitutive potential, such that the average of local work-rates is minimized. The method is based on the fact that the local mechanical response of a heterogeneous medium can be calculated as a convolution integral between Green functions associated with appropriate fields of a linear reference homogeneous medium and the actual heterogeneity field. For periodic media, use can be made of the Fourier transform to reduce convolution integrals in real space to simple products in Fourier space, leading thus to efficient computations. However, the actual heterogeneity field depends precisely on the a priori unknown mechanical fields. Therefore, an iterative scheme has to be implemented to obtain, upon convergence, a compatible strain-rate field and a stress field in equilibrium.

Application of this full-field method to olivine has been performed using periodic polycrystal microstructures as that shown in Fig. 1a. They are generated by a Voronoi tessellation and comprise 32 grains exhibiting a random crystallographic orientation. As for the single grain behavior, we have used here CRSS values such that slip on [100](010) and [100](001) is promoted, as in [14]. To address the issue of the necessary fourth independent slip system, a physically relevant method would be to consider the climb of edge dislocations as recently proposed in [44]. However, very little is known about the actual contribution of climb to olivine deformation. TEM observation of naturally deformed olivines often show evidences of subgrain boundaries. This can be interpreted as an indication of climb processes although these microstructures might just reflect post-deformation recovery processes. Another possibility to account for the polycrystal deformation with insufficient numbers of slip systems might involve grain boundary processes (grain boundary sliding, grain boundary migration, grain rotation, etc.). These processes involve point defect diffusion and are likely to be, to a first-order, isotropic. Solving this issue is however beyond the scope of the present work. Here, we follow a substitute method similar to that used in many previous works (e.g., see [8,9]). The idea is to introduce an additional deformation mechanism to provide enough degree of freedom to deform the material. For sake of simplicity, this deformation mechanism is introduced in the form of additional slip systems of the \(\{110\}\{111\}\) type. These slip systems have no physical reality, but they are chosen so as to provide an (almost) isotropic additional deformation mechanism that can be activated locally to relieve stress concentrations arising from insufficient slip systems. The corresponding CRSS is taken large enough (100 times larger than that for [100](010)) so that the contribution of these systems to the overall deformation remains minimal (~ few percent).

Among the many results that can be inferred for full-field computations, we present in Fig. 1b the link between local (von Mises) equivalent stress and local equivalent strain-rate inside the deforming polycrystal. Obviously, no clear trend is
observed, the local equivalent strain-rate can be high (or low) with either a low or high local stress level, depending on the spatial position of the observation point. This feature expresses the tremendous effect of the intergranular interactions: the local mechanical state inside the polycrystal is not only guided by the local crystallographic orientation of the considered grain, but it is also highly influenced by the neighborhood. Therefore, the microstructure cannot be described as consisting of “hard” and “soft” grains depending on their orientation, as sometimes proposed in the literature. Only so-called phase average stress and stain-rate (i.e. averages over a large number of grains exhibiting the same crystallographic orientation) are correlated [13]. It should be also emphasized that local equivalent stress and strain-rate are generally much larger than their macroscopic counterpart (Fig. 1b). A material point is thus generally submitted to much more drastic mechanical conditions than the average polycrystal. Obviously, this effect gets less pronounced if isotropic diffusion based processes become the dominant deformation mechanisms (e.g. as temperature increases) compared to dislocation glide.

3.2. Second-order self-consistent estimate

Predictions of polycrystal behavior can be obtained with mean-field homogenization methods at a much reduced numerical effort compared to full-field FFT computations. For linear behavior such as elasticity or linear viscosity, the SC model proposed by [45,46] provides results in excellent agreement with full-field FFT results, for both 2-D [47] and 3-D [48] polycrystals. This model relies on a random geometrical grain arrangement exhibiting some specific statistical properties such as an infinite graduation of sizes [49]. It has often been described as if the interaction between each grain and its surrounding could be approximated by the interaction between one ellipsoidal grain with the same lattice orientation as the original grain and a homogeneous equivalent medium whose behavior represents that of the polycrystal, taking thus advantage of the analytical solution of Eshelby [50] for the inclusion/matrix interaction, which results in uniform mechanical fields inside the grain. This latter interpretation of the SC model turns out to be incorrect, since stress and strain-rate heterogeneities within each crystal orientation (so-called intra-phase heterogeneities) do not vanish, see e.g. [51,52].

The extension of the SC theory to non-linear viscoplasticity includes several technical difficulties, in particular a linearization of the polycrystal that can critically affect the results and even lead to inconsistencies [53]. A robust linearization method has been proposed only recently, leading to the second-order self-consistent (SO) model [10] that has been shown to provide quantitative agreement with several “exact” numerical solutions in different contexts, e.g. for fiber-reinforced composites [11] and various polycrystals [12]. By construction, this model also complies with rigorous upper bounds. It is based on an optimal solution for the related variational problem, leading to the construction of the so-called N-Phase Linear Comparison Polycrystal (LCP) from which the behavior of the (actual) non-linear polycrystal of interest can be derived. The accuracy of the SO approach comes from the definition of the LCP which includes information on field heterogeneities. Indeed, it depends on both the phase average stress (first moment of the stress distribution) and phase average variance (second moment). It can be noted that although models based on the SC formulations (and particularly the second-order extension) efficiently condense the very large complexity of the mechanical problem into a small set of compact equations, the geophysical community has been hesitant to move beyond ad hoc formulations such as those proposed by [54–56], with limitations described above.

Fig. 2 provides a comparison of results of the SO model with reference solutions provided by the FFT numerical approach, for the case of olivine with the same CRSS as in Section 3.1. For doing this, ensemble average over 50 randomly generated FFT microstructures has been taken, in order to improve the statistical relevance of results. The effective flow stress at the polycrystal level is given as a function of the CRSS of \((1\bar{1}0)\{111\). In Fig. 2a, only three independent systems remain in grains.
Fig. 2. (a) Evolution of the effective equivalent stress for the polycrystal with the CRSS of the additional systems \(\langle 110\rangle\{111\}\). Results provided by the Reuss and Taylor bounds are provided for comparison. (b) A supplementary system \(\langle 010\rangle\{101\}\) with a CRSS of 10 is added.

Fig. 2. (a) Evolution de la contrainte effective équivalente du polycristal, en fonction de la CRSS du système additionnel \(\langle 110\rangle\{111\}\). Les résultats des bornes de Reuss et Voigt sont donnés pour comparaison. (b) Un système supplémentaire \(\langle 010\rangle\{101\}\) avec une CRSS de 10 est ajouté.

as the CRSS of \(\langle 111\rangle\{110\}\) tends to \(+\infty\), and consequently the polycrystal becomes infinitely stiff. In Fig. 2b, an additional slip system \(\{101\}\langle 101\rangle\) is introduced (a way to mimic, although not very accurately, deformation that dislocation climb could produce). Unlike \(\langle 111\rangle\{110\}\), this last system does not allow grains to deform axially along \([010]\) lattice direction. Therefore, grains exhibit now four independent systems as the CRSS of \(\langle 110\rangle\{111\}\) tends to \(+\infty\). Note the saturation of the flow stress at large CRSS, showing that these four independent systems are sufficient for olivine polycrystals to deform. In both figures, and for the wide range of CRSS of \(\langle 110\rangle\{111\}\) considered, the agreement between the SO model and the “exact” FFT solution is almost perfect. The huge gap with simpler formulations, such as the Reuss (uniform stress) or Taylor (uniform strain-rate) bounds, is also worth noticing. This shows that too simple or ad hoc formulations should be used only with special care. Present results prove that the SO model handles correctly, qualitatively and quantitatively, the complex mechanical problem of non-linear, strongly anisotropic, and randomly mixed olivine grains interacting with each other. Therefore, this SO formulation is ideally suited to investigate how \(P-T\) dependent CRSS may affect rheology and microstructure evolution for condition prevailing in the upper mantle. In the next section, CRSS evolution along a geotherm, as described in Section 2, will be coupled with the SO formulation.

3.3. Microstructure evolution due to convection in the Earth’s mantle

In the Earth’s upper mantle, Lattice Preferred Orientation (LPO) develops as the result of plastic deformation of mantle minerals associated with large-scale convective flow. For this very first application of the proposed multiscale approach, we consider a simple in situ flow pattern, i.e. an upwelling mantle flow representative for typical oceanic spreading centers (Fig. 3a). The 2-D flow is passively driven by a lithospheric rigid plate moving at a constant speed \(U\) along the horizontal direction \(x\). The flow is symmetric about the plane \((x, z)\), with the vertical (downwards) axis \(z\). Such a flow admits an analytical solution for the stream function \(\psi\) next to the flow corner [57]

\[
\psi \approx -\frac{2U}{\pi} z \arctan \frac{x}{z}
\]  

Fig. 3. (a) Typical flow beneath an idealized oceanic ridge. (b) Velocity gradient along the streamline described by (3) for \(\psi_0 = 1200 \text{ m}^2/\text{a}\) and \(U = 2 \text{ cm/au}\). The thin dash line provides the correspondence between travel time and in situ depth.

Fig. 3. (a) Ecoulement typique sous un ridge océanique. (b) Gradient de vitesse le long de la ligne de courant décrite par (3) pour \(\psi_0 = 1200 \text{ m}^2/\text{a}\) et \(U = 2 \text{ cm/au}\). Le trait pointillé fin donne la correspondance entre le temps et la profondeur in situ.
leading to the velocity gradient plotted in Fig. 3b and the following expressions for the strain-rate components

$$\dot{e}_{xx} = \frac{2U}{\pi} \frac{2x^2 z}{(x^2 + z^2)^2} = -\dot{e}_{zz}, \quad \dot{e}_{xz} = -\frac{2U}{\pi} \frac{x(x^2 - z^2)}{(x^2 + z^2)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Here we consider the case of a typical spreading rate $U = 2 \text{ cm/a}$, and the streamline corresponding to $\psi = 1200 \text{ m}^2/a$, which ends up at the asymptotic depth $z = 60 \text{ km}$ as $x \to +\infty$. The olivine polycrystal of interest exhibits an isotropic behavior (i.e. a random crystallographic texture) at depth 410 km (corresponding to $x \approx 96 \text{ km}$), and we will consider its deformation along the streamline up to the position $x = 400 \text{ km}$ (i.e. $z \approx 67 \text{ km}$). When subjected to the velocity gradient given above, the polycrystal needs about 52 Ma to travel the whole streamline, the flow corner being reached after $\sim 30 \text{ Ma}$. With a typical strain-rate of $\sim 10^{-15} \text{ s}^{-1}$, a total equivalent strain of 2.1 is reached at the end point. The chosen streamline contains several typical aspects for a flow field near a plate boundary, in particular rapid changes of the deformation path as also shown by more realistic convective flow modeling [58]. Flow evolves from nearly vertical simple shear in the upwelling region, to significant axial straining around the flow corner, and ends with a nearly horizontal simple shear far from the spreading center.

To investigate the possible effect that slip system strength may have on in situ microstructures, we use the velocity gradient of Fig. 3b as input for the SO model, together with the $P$–$T$ dependent CRSS provided in Table 2. Unlike the preceding section, instead of introducing additional arbitrary slip systems such as $\{110\}111\}$, we follow here a physically more sound approach: we introduce in the model an isotropic and linear viscosity that is likely to represent diffusion processes that might occur in situ. The viscosity of this accommodation mechanism is however not very well constrained by experimental data. Therefore, it is set stiff enough compared to dislocation slip so that its contribution to the deformation of grains remains very small. In these conditions, it has also no effects on texture evolution described below.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of slip system activities as the polycrystal travels the whole streamline. Here, the activity of a slip system is defined as the total slip-rate (i.e. the sum over all grains) on this system divided by the total slip-rate on all slip systems. It thus provides an estimation of the contribution of a given system to the overall polycrystal deformation. For sake of clarity, the activities of $\{001\}110\}$ slip and of the accommodation mechanism are not shown in Fig. 4 since they are small (always less than 10%). It can be observed that the contribution of $\{100\}$ globally increases with time, i.e. as the polycrystal reaches shallower depths. $\{001\}$ and $\{100\}$ exhibit similar activities before the flow corner although $\{001\}101\}$ is by far the softest system. Slip on $\{100\}$ becomes dominant at shallower depths.

The associated LPO development is shown in Fig. 5 at three different times, i.e. just before the flow corner (overall strain $\sim 0.52$) where the polycrystal has experienced essentially vertical simple shear, just after the flow corner (strain $\sim 1.05$) during which the polycrystal is submitted to significant axial straining, and at the end of the streamline (strain $\sim 2.1$) where deformation consists essentially of a horizontal simple shear. The overall tendency is an alignment of the $\{100\}$ axes with the long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid with an anticlockwise rotation of $a$ axes after the flow corner, a feature that has been also observed in [59] for conditions for which $\{100\}$ was by far the most active slip direction. However, LPOs remain rather smooth along the upwelling path, and strengthen significantly only at the flow corner. It can also be noticed that, owing to the rotation component of the prescribed velocity gradient and to the rapid change of the deformation path, less pronounced textures are obtained at the end of the streamline than at the flow corner, although olivine is subjected to larger strain. Obviously, the sharp predicted LPOs associated with the small number of available slip system are likely to be at the origin of a very strong viscoplastic anisotropy at the polycrystal scale, as in [59].
Fig. 5. Pole figures of olivine polycrystals predicted by the SO self-consistent scheme along streamline $\psi_0 = 1200 \text{ m}^2/\text{a}$ after (top) 25 Ma corresponding to an equivalent strain of 0.52 and in situ depth of 140 km, (center) 33 Ma (strain = 1.05, depth = 92 km), and (bottom) 52 Ma (strain = 2.1, depth = 67 km). Initial polycrystal at 410 km depth was randomly oriented (pole figure intensities equal to 1). Stereographic projections plotted in the macroscopic ($x, z$) axes defined in Fig. 3a.

The above results suggest the following comments:

- Additional numerical tests for which the CRSS of all slip systems have been kept constant along the streamline show that although rather sharp LPOs are obtained, LPO evolution has only a modest influence on slip system activities for most systems. Only the activity of $[100](010)$ needs to be increased significantly at 30 Ma for the flow to turn the corner, due to the LPO-induced anisotropy. Consequently, evolutions of slip system activities in Fig. 4 are likely to result essentially from LPO development. The effect of CRSS evolution with $P-T$ (i.e., depth) is surprisingly small; it seems to express itself essentially in the decreasing activity of $[001](010)$ and in increasing activity of $[100]{021}$, corresponding to the respective hardening and softening of those systems.

- For simpler deformation paths such as simple shear, it can be shown that whatever the CRSS considered (i.e., corresponding to either high or low $P-T$ conditions), the overall tendency found with the SO model is an alignment of $(010)$ plane with the shear plane and an alignment of $(100)$ direction with the shear direction. This corresponds to the so-called Type-A texture according the classification of [60]. It is worth noting that such LPOs are also obtained with dominant slip on [001](010) (e.g., for CRSS corresponding to high $P$) as far as the total slip on [100] is slightly larger than that on [001], although the literature attributes Type-A textures to dominant $[100](010)$ slip. This is also the case obtained here (Fig. 4).

- The intensity of $(010)$ pole figures predicted by our multiscale approach is found to be systematically larger than that for $(100)$ or $(001)$ pole figures. To the best of our knowledge, this tendency has not been reported on experimental
studies of olivine deformation. Precise LPO analysis on experimentally deformed aggregates could be used as additional constraints for slip system strength.

- It can be easily shown that Schmid tensors for [100](010), [001](010), and [001](100) are independent with each other (a Schmid tensor \( \mu^{(k)} \) relates the RSS on slip system \( (k) \) with the local stress \( \sigma \) by relation \( \tau^{(k)} = \mu^{(k)} \sigma_{ij} \)). On the other hand, the Schmid tensor for [100](001) is identical to that for [001](100), and those for [100](021) and [001](110) are a linear combination of those for [100](010), [001](010), and [001](100). Consequently, slip-rates on [100](001), [100](021) and [001](110) can be directly deduced from those on [100](010), [001](010), and [001](100).

- There are however other features in those results that are far not intuitive, as for instance the link between the CRSS of a system and its activity. It is generally admitted that the activity of a hard system is smaller than that of a soft system. This is certainly the case for materials with relatively small plastic anisotropy at the grain scale. Olivine, however, exhibits a huge anisotropy owing to the lack of independent slip systems. Our numerical tests show that hard slip systems often exhibit a larger activity than soft systems. For example in Fig. 4, the activity of [001](010) at 52 Ma (recall that activities are almost LPO independent) is larger than all other systems although it is one of the hardest systems (CRSS of 2.29 compared to 1 for [100](010) and 1.21 for [100](021), [001](100), and [100](001)).

- The case of system [001](110) is also worth discussing. As stated earlier, its CRSS has been set to three times that for [001](100) although considerations on dislocation structure would rather indicate a similar CRSS for both. It turns out that if the CRSS of [001](110) is indeed taken equal to that of [001](100), final LPOs at shallow depth exhibit a marked Type-B component (i.e. with [001] axes subparallel to the shear direction). Such crystallographic textures are not realistic for low P conditions, and therefore we were forced to strengthen [001](110) to decrease its activity. This shows that this system, which rheology has not been clearly characterized both experimentally and theoretically (see discussion in Section 2), and which is not expected to be a dominant slip system, seems to have a great influence on in situ LPOs.

4. Concluding remarks

The aim of this work was to couple leading-edge experimental, theoretical, and numerical techniques to get an improved understanding of olivine rheology and potential microstructures developing in the Earth’s upper mantle. This provides, to the best of our knowledge, the very first multiscale approach applied to mantle dynamics, covering scales ranging from the dislocation-core structure (nm) to that of the Earth’s mantle (km or larger scale). Pressure and temperature dependent strength of olivine slip systems at the grain scale are estimated with state-of-the-art deformation experiments using a D-DIA apparatus installed on synchrotron facilities. Those data are enriched by first-principle calculations for dislocation-core structures and lattice friction. Depth dependent slip system strengths are finally introduced in a mean-field micromechanical model that has been validated on reference full-field numerical results obtained on olivine aggregates. We stress that the use of mean-field micromechanical models that capture accurately the mechanical interaction between the deforming grains, such as the second-order self-consistent scheme of Ponte Castañeda [10], is a requisite condition to make the correct link between processes at the slip system level and the overall polycrystal response. There are many features arising in the plasticity of highly anisotropic polycrystals such as olivine that are far from being intuitive, as discussed above, and most of them are not captured by ad hoc or simple micromechanical models.

There are evidently many aspects that have been left besides in this work for a proper application to the Earth’s mantle, such as (i) the effect of extremely small in situ strain-rate, about 10 orders of magnitude smaller than standard strain-rates used during laboratory experiments, (ii) the effect of recrystallization on LPO, that is only poorly understood at present, (iii) the feedback that LPO-associated anisotropy might have on in situ flow – and thus on LPO development, (iv) the effect of other mineral phases present in the upper mantle such as pyroxenes which slip system anisotropy is even larger than for olivine, etc. Some of these aspects will be investigated in forthcoming work.
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